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Acknowledgement
The Vancouver Fraser Port Authority acknowledges that the port optimization and digitalization initiatives
will be implemented within the treaty, traditional, and unceded territories of many Coast Salish peoples
throughout the Southern Gulf Islands and Vancouver area.
Thank you to everyone who provided feedback during this phase of engagement for the Active Vessel
Traffic Management Program. We appreciate your time and value your input. Your feedback allowed us
to learn about your ideas and concerns about the program. We will consider this feedback as planning
continues through detailed development and implementation of the program.

About the Vancouver Fraser Port Authority
The Vancouver Fraser Port Authority is a shared steward of the lands and waters that make up the Port
of Vancouver and intersect the traditional territories and treaty lands of a number of First Nations.
As a federal agency, our mandate under the Canada Marine Act is to enable Canada’s trade objectives,
ensuring goods are moved safely through the Port of Vancouver while protecting the environment and
considering local communities. We are accountable to the federal minister of transport.
Our vision

Our definition of a sustainable port

For the Port of Vancouver to be the
world’s most sustainable port

We believe a sustainable port delivers
economic prosperity through trade,
maintains a healthy environment, and
enables thriving communities through
meaningful dialogue, shared aspirations,
and collective accountability.

Our mission
To enable Canada’s trade
objectives, ensuring safety,
environmental protection, and
consideration for local communities

Our values
•
•
•
•
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Accountability
Collaboration
Continuous improvement
Customer responsiveness
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Program partners
Vancouver Fraser Port Authority
Within the Port of Vancouver, the port authority manages ship traffic, including where ships can anchor
while waiting to access a terminal.
The port authority is working with Transport Canada, Canadian Coast Guard, Pacific Pilotage Authority,
and industry stakeholders, and engaging Indigenous groups, municipalities, community stakeholders, and
the public to design a new collaborative system to manage marine traffic flow for commercial ships bound
for the Port of Vancouver.
Transport Canada
Transport Canada’s role is to develop policy and programs that promote safe, efficient, and green
transportation. This includes working with arm’s-length Canadian Port Authorities, such as the Vancouver
Fraser Port Authority. Transport Canada has authority for anchorages outside of designated port authority
jurisdictions, including prohibiting anchorages in very limited circumstances. Transport Canada, with
support from the Canadian Coast Guard, is also responsible for ship safety and protecting the marine
environment through a number of statutes.
Canadian Coast Guard
The Canadian Coast Guard supports safe ship navigation by providing marine communications and traffic
services. The Coast Guard also supports emergency response, if required, and supports Transport
Canada in providing oversight of ships at anchor.
Pacific Pilotage Authority
The Pacific Pilotage Authority’s principal mandate is to provide safe, reliable, and efficient marine
pilotage, and related services in the coastal waters of British Columbia, including the Fraser River. The
marine pilots support the ship’s captain to safely access terminals and anchorages.

About the Active Vessel Traffic Management Program
As cargo volumes through the Port of Vancouver continue to grow, there is an increasing the need to
optimize the flow of ship traffic (commercial vessels) in and out of the port.
Coordinated planning and scheduling is needed to address potential conflicts between a variety of ship
types serving different commodity sectors, and other modes of transportation that place demands on
waterways. This includes accounting for increasing demand, larger ships, tidal windows, and transit times
to and from terminals at the port.
The Vancouver Fraser Port Authority is designing a new active vessel traffic management (AVTM) system
to manage the flow of commercial marine traffic for ships bound for the Port of Vancouver. This work is
being done in collaboration with industry partners, Canadian Coast Guard and Pacific Pilotage Authority,
industry stakeholders, and with support from Transport Canada. We are also seeking input from
Indigenous groups, various levels of government, community stakeholders, and the public.
The new system will enhance marine safety, enable the efficient flow of goods to and from the Port of
Vancouver, and help manage environmental impacts, as well as negative social effects such as ambient
noise and light pollution. It will complement safety and navigation services that the Canadian Coast
Guard’s Marine Communications and Traffic Services and Pacific Pilotage Authority provide.
Read the active vessel traffic management program overview for more information.
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Port optimization and digitalization
The Active Vessel Traffic Management Program is one component of the port authority’s broader work to
transform the supply chain through optimization and digitization initiatives.
Together with industry and Transport Canada, and with input from Indigenous groups, municipalities,
community stakeholders, and the public, we are exploring how we can improve safety, security,
compliance, efficiency, and shipping trade service quality within the Port of Vancouver. This could
include:
•
•
•
•

Coordinated data management across the supply chain to support improved end-to-end goods
movement planning
Better analytical tools to help improve cargo movement efficiency
Identifying and procuring new digital tools to further improve efficiency, service levels, and supplychain collaboration within the Port of Vancouver
Process innovation to incorporate leading practices and emerging technology

Ship anchorages
Within the Port of Vancouver, the port authority manages ship traffic, including where ships can anchor
while waiting to access a port terminal. Outside of the Port of Vancouver’s jurisdictional waters, ships are
free to anchor for a reasonable period of time per the common law right of navigation in Canada,
including around the Southern Gulf Islands. Ships have anchored at specific locations in and around the
Southern Gulf Islands for years, as these anchorages are in deep water that can accommodate larger
ships. Demand for these anchorages has increased in recent years, as a result of supply chain
congestion, weather-related delays, and the increasing size of ships.
In 2018, Transport Canada established an interim protocol requesting the Vancouver Fraser Port
Authority to assign anchorages at 33 locations off Vancouver Island and the Southern Gulf Islands when
the demand for anchorages in the Port of Vancouver exceeds capacity. These anchorages include
Cowichan Bay, Plumper Sound, Ladysmith, Captains Pass, Houston Pass, and Trincomali Channel. The
protocol is an interim measure while Transport Canada works toward a long-term approach.
The port authority tracks the use of these anchorages and uses an algorithm to assign anchorages fairly,
considering the following factors:
•
•
•

Availability of anchorages in the Port of Vancouver
Size of ship in relation to vacant anchorage sites
Number of days an anchorage site and the anchorage area have been vacant

These anchorages are illustrated in figure 1.
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Figure 1: Vancouver Island and Southern Gulf Island ship anchorages assigned by the Vancouver Fraser
Port Authority
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Executive summary
In summer 2022, the Vancouver Fraser Port Authority conducted an engagement process to share
information about existing processes and protocols for managing ship traffic and anchorages and to
collect feedback for consideration in developing a new active vessel traffic management system. The
engagement period ran from July 11 to August 31, 2022 and included information and feedback about:
•
•
•
•
•

How ship traffic and anchorages are currently managed
Roles and responsibilities of the port authority, Transport Canada, and the Canadian Coast Guard
How increased efficiency will help manage the effects of anchorages on Southern Gulf Island
communities
What initiatives are underway to improve efficiency
Upcoming opportunities to participate in the active vessel traffic management system design

Summary of feedback in this phase
Below is a summary of the key themes we heard during this engagement process. Some of the feedback
received falls within Transport Canada’s jurisdiction and is outside our scope of authority. We have
shared this feedback with Transport Canada staff. For our response to the feedback, including
clarifications about jurisdiction, please see the ‘Summary of what we heard during phase two engagement
and our response’ section of this report.

Clarity and enforcement of jurisdictional authority
Clarify the governance structure and jurisdiction over the Southern Gulf Island anchorages to support
effective management and oversight.

Port efficiency
Improve the efficiency and scheduling of ship movements to reduce the overall use of anchorages.
Consider creating financial incentives to eliminate use of anchorages or reduce length of stay.

Protocol for ships at anchor
Create and strictly enforce a protocol for ships at anchor to reduce the effects of ships on local
communities, particularly noise and light pollution.

Environmental protection
Improve environmental management, protect marine life, and ensure vessel discharge regulations are
being followed. Move anchorages further from residential and environmentally sensitive areas.

Information sharing and complaint resolution
Provide a clear process on how residents can submit a complaint. Improve follow up with residents on
how complaints have been addressed.

Meaningful engagement with Indigenous groups
Integrate Indigenous knowledge into the review and development of new tools. Engagement with
Indigenous groups should consider the cumulative environmental effects of anchorages and impacts on
traditional activities.

2022-10-07
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Summary of initial engagement
This phase of engagement built on earlier engagement in 2022 during which the port authority began
discussions with Indigenous groups, local governments, and community interest groups about
opportunities to increase port efficiency and to help better manage the effects of ship traffic on local
communities.
The goal of that initial engagement was to seek input/feedback from the above-noted groups to support
the port authority in designing and implementing an effective public engagement process.
Some of the recommendations from this earlier phase of engagement were:
•

Inform the public first, then consult if/where possible: Prior to seeking public input on the new
system, it would be helpful to provide more information on the existing system and what the new
system is intended to do.

•

Provide opportunities for in-person engagement: The preferred form of engagement is in-person
and should be actively pursued, while respecting prevailing COVID-19 restrictions.

•

Ensure that subsequent phases of engagement include opportunities for meaningful input:
Subsequent phases of engagement should only proceed if the input received can influence the new
system design and when specific improvements are identified to improve anchorage use.
Ensure that the agency with authority to implement the changes and hold ships accountable
leads the engagement process: Given that Transport Canada has the authority to regulate
navigation and anchorages outside the Port of Vancouver, participants suggested Transport Canada
assume a lead role in the engagement process.
Ensure ongoing engagement with Indigenous groups: Suggestions included engagement that
spans beyond system design and to include ongoing engagement once the system is implemented.

•

•

Phase two engagement by the numbers
2
3
3
5
32
67
290
1,539

online information sessions
local and regional government presentations
Indigenous group meetings with 5 Indigenous groups participating
emails/written correspondence providing feedback submitted
views of the online session posted on webpage
attendees at the two online information sessions
people participated in an online survey
AVTM video views (since August 2021)

Phase two engagement – outreach and results
The following activities took place as part of this phase of engagement.

Education and awareness
It is important for us to hear from as many members of the community as possible. To invite and
encourage participation, we promoted and advertised engagement through the following activities:
Digital ads
The port authority ran a digital campaign utilizing programmatic advertising between July 11 and
August 7, 2022, that generated 1,049,513 unique impressions and 670 click through responses.
Social media ads
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The port authority ran paid social ads between July 11 and August 7, 2022, that reached 943,611 people
and generated 3,307 clicks. These ads ran on Facebook and Instagram and were targeted to Delta, North
Vancouver, Vancouver, Vancouver Island, and West Vancouver.
Print advertisements
The port authority ran print ads in each of the following publications between July 13 and July 21, 2022:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Gabriola Sounder
Delta Optimist
North Shore News
Chemainus Valley Courier
Cowichan Valley Citizen
Ladysmith Chronicle
Nanaimo News Bulletin
Gulf Island Driftwood
Vancouver Sun

Website
The port authority published a dedicated webpage (portvancouver.com/avtm) to make information about
the AVTM Program available to stakeholders and the public.
We also launched an engagement webpage (portvancouver.com/avtmengagement) through our online
engagement platform to make information available to stakeholders and the public.
See Appendix B for copies of the engagement materials.

Indigenous engagement
On July 7, 2022, the port authority issued letters to Indigenous groups summarizing opportunities to
provide feedback and requesting a meeting to share the input received to date, better understand
Indigenous interests, and receive ideas and insights for potential improvements.
Following these meetings, the port authority circulated a focused discussion guide to collect written
feedback from Indigenous groups. The discussion guide provided an overview of Indigenous feedback
submitted to date and future engagement opportunities. The discussion guide specifically sought
feedback and suggestions on:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Enhancing port efficiency and ship safety
Assigning anchorages
Minimizing noise and light effects
Understanding environmental impacts
Information sharing and complaint resolution
Other questions and comments
Future engagement format preferences

Key themes from this round of engagement with Indigenous groups include:
•
•

Explore opportunities to integrate Indigenous traditional knowledge into the review and development
of new tools and processes
Consider and understand the immediate and cumulative environmental and community impacts of
anchorages and ship and rail traffic on culturally sensitive areas and traditional activities
-

Consider introduction of tariffs to benefit local impacted communities
Consider permanent moorages to reduce environmental impacts from anchorages

2022-10-07
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•
•
•
•
•

Consider and use for future engagement processes that are consistent with the approach used by
Indigenous groups when engaging with community members, such as facilitated discussions
Confirm how performance and success of the new AVTM system will be measured
Confirm enforcement of protocol and roles and responsibilities of relevant agencies and groups
Consider opportunities to reduce the number and duration of ship anchorages in the Southern Gulf
Islands through a vessel arrival system
Ship owners/operators using Southern Gulf Island anchorages should be informed that the
anchorages are located within traditional territories and informed of the importance of the local waters

Local and regional government engagement
During this phase of engagement, representatives from the port authority appeared as a delegation at
several local and regional government board and council meetings to share the engagement process and
goals for the active vessel traffic management system and invite their community’s participation.
Meetings were held with:
•
•
•

Islands Trust Council – June 22, 2022
Capital Regional District (Electoral Areas Committee) – July 13, 2022
Cowichan Valley Regional District – July 13, 2022

Key themes emerging from these meetings are:
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Appreciation of the port authority for initiating the process, and cautious optimism for positive change
Importance of engaging with the public
Align future AVTM system with Indigenous groups and local government objectives
Consider and incorporate input previously provided through the federal government's Oceans
Protection Plan engagement
Clarify jurisdictional authority for anchorages
Establish a code of conduct for ships at anchor with appropriate levels of monitoring and enforcement
Research and learn from similar initiatives undertaken in other port jurisdictions
In addition to port optimization initiatives, consider increasing terminal capacity, changes to marine
laws and innovative approaches to increasing anchorage capacity within the Port of Vancouver
Make the data collected from the new AVTM system transparent and publicly accessible

Community and public online information sessions
The port authority held two online public information sessions on July 21 and 27, 2022. During these
sessions, representatives from the port authority provided an overview presentation, answered
participants’ questions and collected feedback ideas input through a facilitated discussion.
Representatives from Transport Canada also attended as observers.
Key suggestions from the two facilitated discussions are summarized below:
•

Assigning anchorages, minimizing noise and light effects, understanding environmental impacts:
-

Limit the amount of time that ships can anchor in the Southern Gulf Islands
Eliminate industrial activity “material offloading” in the Southern Gulf Islands and assign freighters
to industrial areas
Assign anchorages equally among areas
Assign to minimize impacts in area with areas with higher populations
Limit anchorages during whale migration/whale watching tourism season
Increase Transport Canada’s role in ship management
Enforce noise restrictions at night (10:00 p.m. to 6:00 a.m.)

2022-10-07
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•

Maintain dialogue when responding to/resolving community complaints
Implement financial incentives to reduce length of stay and enforce penalties for longer stays
Connecting with other ports regarding their solutions and best practices
Increase capacity/density of the Port of Vancouver to facilitate anchoring more ships in a smaller
area

Enhancing port efficiency and ship safety, information sharing and complaint resolution
-

Be transparent with resolutions and follow up
Improve port efficiency to ultimately eliminate anchorages in Southern Gulf Islands while
recognizing that it is safer for ships to be at anchorages, than at sea
Use data science models to efficiently assign anchorages

Online survey – summary of feedback
An online survey was available from July 11 to August 31, 2022, at portvancouver.com/avtmengagement.
We received 290 responses.
The survey asked participants if they had any questions about two key areas to inform our content
development for the next phase of engagement:
•
•

What questions do you have about the roles and responsibilities when it comes to ship traffic
management?
What questions do you have about ships entering or leaving the Port of Vancouver and Canadian
waters?

We appreciate all the thoughtful questions we received. Many of the questions relate to Transport
Canada’s jurisdiction. We have shared a list of these questions with Transport Canada staff.
The survey also asked for feedback in two key areas:
•
•

Code of conduct when a ship is at anchor
Considerations while developing potential improvements to ship traffic management

Feedback from these two areas is summarized below. Detailed themes from the survey, including closedended questions, can be found in Appendix A.

What would you like to share with us, for consideration, as we develop a code of
conduct for when a ship is at anchor?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Implement operation times/periods where noise and light are permitted or not permitted and clear
instructions for ships
Remove anchorages and ships that are near communities, recreation areas, or environmentally
sensitive areas, or do not assign ships to these areas
Implement time limits for ships to stay at anchorages and charge them fees
Implement a phone number or VHF channel to use for observations and complaints
Implement a system where ships arrive directly at the port during their docking time
Ensure vessel discharge regulations are being followed
Conduct ecological surveys and environmental assessments
Reduce generator use and switch to electrical power when at port or anchor
Monitor or police ships not following code of conduct
Develop laws or a code of conduct (similar to municipal bylaws) for ships at anchor in regard to noise,
discharges, idling, wakes, and fewer anchorages

2022-10-07
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What would you like to share with us, for consideration, as we develop potential
improvements?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reduce and/or eliminate ships and anchorages in community areas, environmentally sensitive areas,
and recreation areas, or do not assign ships to these areas
Explore opportunities for permanent mooring stations within the port’s jurisdiction
Implement time limits for ships’ stay at anchorages
Greater investment in infrastructure and staff required to enhance loading and unloading at the port
and minimize the duration of anchorages
Use an arrival system that ensures ships arrive at ports on time and eliminates the use of anchorages
Create a website that makes issue reporting easier and shows all the anchorages and ships at
anchor and when they are expected to leave
Rules for noise and light should be enforced
Add new areas that can accommodate larger ships and distribute the disruption from these ships
equitably
Consider Indigenous perspectives
Only allow electric or hybrid systems in Canadian waters
Develop laws or a code of conduct for noise, discharges, idling, and anchorage capacity or location.
Develop laws that improve port efficiencies, such as a vessel arrival system; look to other ports for
examples of such laws
Establish an enforcement agency to monitor or police ships
Invest in port infrastructure or personnel to improve turnaround times

Feedback received via email
A number of emails were submitted to the community feedback and AVTM inboxes, and to port authority
staff, sharing feedback for the AVTM Program to consider.
Key themes include:
•
•
•

Frequency of assignments to Ladysmith anchorage area
Environmental and noise impacts from use of Trincomali anchorages
Need for enhanced port efficiency to reduce demand and mitigate the impacts of Southern Gulf Island
anchorages

Summary of what we heard during phase two engagement and our
response
Below is a summary of key themes raised during the meetings with Indigenous groups, public information
sessions, and presentations to local and regional government boards/councils, as well as feedback
provided through the online survey and other correspondence, with the port authority’s response.
Key theme
Improve the efficiency and scheduling of
ship movements to reduce the overall use
of anchorages
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Port authority response
To support the port authority’s mission to enable
Canada’s trade objectives, ensuring safety,
environmental protection and consideration for local
communities, we are developing the AVTM Program.
We are working with Transport Canada, Canadian
Coast Guard, Pacific Pilotage Authority, and industry,
and engaging Indigenous groups, municipalities,
community stakeholders, and the public to explore a
range of opportunities to increase efficiency and better
manage community effects of commercial ship traffic
bound for the Port of Vancouver.
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Key theme
Create a protocol for ships at anchor to
reduce the effects on local communities
and Indigenous peoples
The protocol (e.g., a code of conduct)
should inform ship owners/operators the
anchorages are located within traditional
territories and explain the importance of
the local waters

Improve environmental management,
protect marine life, and ensure vessel
discharge regulations are being followed

Port authority response
Together with industry, we are using what we heard
from public and Indigenous engagement to inform the
development of an anchorage code of conduct that
outlines the responsibilities of ships at anchor. The
objective of the code of conduct is enhanced ship
safety and environmental protection, and reducing the
effects of ship movements on local communities.
To make sure we are on the right track and further
refine the code of conduct, we will be sharing the code
of conduct and collecting feedback from the public and
Indigenous groups as part of the next phase of
engagement planned for fall 2022.
Protecting the environment is part of our mandate as a
Canada Port Authority, and our vision is for the Port of
Vancouver to be the world’s most sustainable port. To
us, a sustainable port supports a healthy environment,
economic prosperity through trade, and thriving
communities.
One of the goals of the AVTM Program is to enhance
environmental protection. Some of the ways we will do
this is through the development of a code of conduct
for ships at anchor and by increasing efficiency to
reduce unnecessary ship movements.

Move anchorages further from residential
and environmentally sensitive areas

Improve information sharing and the
complaint resolution process, including
follow up with residents on how a
complaint was addressed
Responsibility for monitoring compliance
within the existing anchorage
management approach
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Ships at anchor are required to comply with
international and Canadian statutes, obligations, and
guidelines related to the environment. Transport
Canada requires that vessels at anchor treat sewage
system discharge and bilge system water before
releasing it. Ballast water must also be exchanged
prior to entering Canadian waters. Transport Canada,
the Canadian Coast Guard and the port authority work
together to remind vessels of these requirements when
they are in port.
The port authority does not have authority to designate
anchorage locations outside of the Port of Vancouver,
including those in the Southern Gulf Islands. In
Canada, navigation, including anchoring, is a common
law right. Ships are free to temporarily anchor for a
reasonable period of time in any location deemed
appropriate.
As part of the next phase of engagement, we will
consult with the public on our current approach to
information sharing and complaint resolution, and hear
feedback on potential improvements.
The current anchorage management approach in
Southern British Columbia relies on the interim
protocol put in place by Transport Canada in February
2018. The protocol’s procedures and guidelines are
voluntary and are fully supported by representatives of
the marine industry. Any changes to responsibilities
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Key theme

Use of penalties and incentives to
promote greater efficiency with respect to
the scheduling and movement of ships

Introduce fees for ships using
anchorages in the Southern Gulf Islands

Assign anchorages outside of the
Southern Gulf Islands

Establish clear and specific criteria to
assess the success and impact of AVTM
initiatives should be established and the
data made available to the public

Addressing the impacts of anchorages
and ship traffic on culturally sensitive
areas and traditional Indigenous activities
such as fishing and canoe racing

Port authority response
and enforcement authorities are the responsibility of
Transport Canada.
One of the five core elements of the AVTM Program is
to explore supply chain incentives to improve
efficiency, reduce social-economic impacts of trade
activity and promote collaboration.
However, the supply chain is complex, and the level of
integration varies by commodity, as does the nature of
contractual obligations. We will need to ensure that
these are thoughtfully implemented so that we do not
have any unintended outcomes that compromise the
competitiveness of the port by adding new costs.
Under the Canada Marine Act, the port authority may
set fees for ships, persons, and goods within its
navigation jurisdiction. All ships that call on the Port of
Vancouver pay fees for harbour use, which includes
anchorage use.
The port authority only has authority to assign ships to
anchorages within the Port of Vancouver, or
anchorages outlined in the interim protocol off of
Vancouver Island and the Southern Gulf Islands.
Anchoring outside of port authority jurisdiction falls
under common law navigation rights, where vessels
are permitted to anchor in an appropriate location for a
reasonable period of time. Such decisions are taken by
ships masters in consultation with partners (e.g.,
qualified marine pilots).
We will work with industry partners to develop
performance indicators to measure progress on the
program elements and ensure benefits to partners,
communities and stakeholders are realized, including
improvements in cargo throughput and efficiency for
ships calling at the Port of Vancouver.
There have been recent improvements and increase in
coordination with Musqueam Indian Band and TsleilWaututh Nation with respect to culturally sensitive
areas and marine events in Burrard Inlet and the
Fraser River and an ongoing commitment to
maintaining and enhancing these relationships and
ensuring safety.
Meanwhile, Fisheries and Oceans Canada is
responsible for existing protocols with respect to
impacts on marine life.
The proposed code of conduct for ships at anchorages
assigned by the Vancouver Fraser Port Authority will
be developed in consultation with Indigenous groups to
ensure impacts and concerns are mitigated.

Explore additional complementary
activities such as increasing terminal
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As part of the AVTM Program, we are developing a
centralized scheduling system to optimize and
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Key theme
capacity and innovative approaches to
increasing anchorage capacity within the
port authority’s jurisdiction to mitigate the
need for and duration of anchorages in
the Southern Gulf Islands

Plans to mitigate future disruptions to the
supply chain and accommodate
anticipated growth

Port authority response
prioritize ship movements through the Port of
Vancouver, potentially reducing the amount of time a
ship needs to wait at anchor.
In terms of terminal capacity, if approved and
constructed, the port authority’s proposed Roberts
Bank Terminal 2 project would increase marine
container terminal capacity on Canada’s west coast
and would play a critical role in supporting Canadian
trade.
In addition to the supply chain challenges created by
the pandemic, the atmospheric river weather event
shut down the entire Port of Vancouver and created
economic disruption on a national scale. This
underlines the importance of the Port of Vancouver
and the Government of Canada, with Transport
Canada as the lead agency, working on national
supply chain initiatives. Our supply chain partners are
very also keen to consider ways to evolve and
innovate, from the shippers to the carriers to the
terminal operators. We are working with several
government agencies to determine how we can
implement these and build on work that is happening
regionally in the Port of Vancouver, to support the
national agenda. We will also engage with Indigenous
groups, municipalities, community stakeholders, and
the public to explore a range of opportunities to
increase efficiency of ship and goods movement within
the port authority’s jurisdiction and ensure capacity to
accommodate future growth.

How feedback will be used
The port authority will consider feedback provided during this phase of engagement in developing draft
concepts for the new active vessel management system, including:

•
•
•

Enhancing port efficiency and ship safety
Code of conduct to help minimize noise and light effects and limit environmental impacts
Information sharing and complaint resolution

Next steps
In fall 2022 we will launch the next phase of engagement which will invite feedback on the draft code of
conduct, and information sharing and complaint resolution process.
In the meantime, we encourage you to sign-up for the AVTM newsletter at portvancouver.com/avtm for
updates on the program and to be notified of details about the next phase of engagement.
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Appendix A: Detailed online survey feedback
Ship traffic management
What questions do you have about the roles and responsibilities when it comes to ship
traffic management?
Process and protocol (121 mentions)
Theme
Anchorage selection

Summary of questions and suggestions
•
•
•
•
•

Other anchorage related responses

•
•
•
•
•

Ship scheduling and length of stay

•
•
•
•
•

Number of ships

•
•
•

Issue reporting / response

•
•
•
•

Safety

•
•

2022-10-07

Why anchorages near communities are occupied if others
further away are empty
How anchorages are selected and ranked, and if safety is
considered when deciding anchorages
If the port authority is accountable or responsible for
assigning noisy ships to anchorages
Why certain anchorages are being used more than before
Suitability of certain anchorages given proximity to sensitive
areas and other uses
Enjoy watching ships/anchorages are important
Number of Southern Gulf Island anchorages relative to
other areas
Why anchoring in the Gulf Islands is allowed or necessary
Anchorages provide local jobs
Limit anchor locations and/or use by larger ships to less
sensitive marine environments and less populated areas
Implement time limits for ships’ stays at anchorages,
specifically in sensitive and populated areas
Why certain ships anchor for long periods of time/what is a
reasonable period of time/purpose
Ships should be required to notify the port authority if they
will arrive 10 days before their scheduled berthing, and pay
for any additional anchorage time
Improve logistics management to reduce length of stay
Arrival system to assign docking date, fees for length of stay
Many ships waiting or backlogged
Increase in anchor use and length of stay as compared to
previous years
Maximum number of ships allowed outside or near the Port
of Vancouver
Clarity in reporting issues/who to contact
Response time once issues are reported
Action plans to respond to comments and complaints
regarding noise
Follow through with ship captains regarding community
complaints or concerns
Safety/risk considerations when making anchorage related
decisions (and if prioritized over resident concerns)
Port authority’s role in safety for recreational users
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Theme
Communications

Summary of questions and suggestions
•

Question if changes will impact Marine Communications
and Traffic Services (MCTS)

Fees

•

Fee-based system to discourage ships from occupying
anchorages for too long and prevent idling-related
environmental impacts

Port efficiency

•

Clarification of current ship traffic management and systems
in place
More parking within port jurisdiction instead of the Gulf
Islands
Important of anchorages as a tool to improve port efficiency
Improved port efficiency needed to reduce duration of idle
time at anchorages

•
•
•

Community (72 mentions)
Theme
Quality of human life and health

Summary of questions and suggestions
•
•
•

Noise and light negatively impact sleep, health, enjoyment
of property, outdoor recreation, and peaceful community
identity
Reduce noise and light of anchored ships
Reduce/eliminate Gulf Island anchorages

Impact on recreation

•
•
•
•
•

Proximity of anchorages to recreation areas
Safety of adjacent waters for swimming
Safety for recreational marine users
Disruption to sailing and kayaking enjoyment
Disruption to fishing and quality of fish harvested

Environmental health

•

Noise and light impact shores, parks, wildlife, and marine
life
Pollution from ships grey- and black-water discharges

•
Decision making process

•
•

Rationale for allowing ship anchorages so close to
communities
Port authority’s role in managing anchored ships

Visual aesthetic

•
•

Negative view impacts from homes and beaches
Enjoyment of cargo ship watching/tracking

Engagement with Indigenous
groups

•

Anchorages located in Indigenous waters without
permission from local groups
Role for Indigenous and environmental leaders in the new
AVTM development process

•

2022-10-07
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Policy (59 mentions)
Theme
Roles and Jurisdiction

Summary of questions and suggestions
•
•
•
•
•
•

Laws and rules

•
•
•
•

Accountability/responsibility for different Port of Vancouver
operations, including efficiencies and environmental
impacts, and anchorage assignment/management
Role of the port authority’s in ensuring recreational users’
safety
Rationale for port authority leading the engagement if it has
no jurisdiction in the Southern Gulf Islands
Role and level of involvement from Transport Canada and
other federal authorities in the engagement process, and in
anchor management and enforcement
Role of the province
Applicable jurisdiction within the Salish Sea
Applicability of marine law with respect to anchorages
Interpretation of “reasonable length of stay” in common law
Right of Navigation”
Potential for changes to common law
Responsibility for ensuring that changes in environmental
legislation are applied to rules governing anchorages

Monitoring

•
•

If, how and how frequently anchored ships are monitored
Control measures and accountability for monitoring
including the number of ships, pollution, discharges, fuel
burned, noise, and light

Ship compliance and behavior

•
•

Level of accountability for not complying with protocols
Enjoyment of ships if they anchor responsibly

Environment (49 mentions)
Theme
Discharge (spills; black and grey
water)

Summary
•
•
•
•

Marine life and ecology

•
•
•

Air emissions

•
•

Environmental assessment

•
•

2022-10-07

Ship discharge policies, lack of policies, monitoring, and
spill protocol
Ship discharges of unknown materials
Impact of ship discharge on marine species, the
environment, and recreation
Liability and responsibility for ship discharges
Negative impact on nearby marine life, habitats, and
sensitive areas
Concerns for the safety of whales and endangered species
Declines in marine life populations or ecology
Impact of exhaust from ships waiting for long periods of time
on local air quality
Opportunities to switch to clean fuel when in port/at anchor
Lack of environmental studies, or consultations prior to
establishing anchorages
Federal duty to protect environmentally sensitive habitats
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Other (17 mentions)
Theme
Clarification of active vessel traffic
management (AVTM) and port
optimization initiatives (POI)

Summary

Port authority study and
engagement process

•
•

Ongoing problem with limited action/solution to date
AVTM and anchorage management are different issues that
should be presented separately

Port expansion

•

New port facilities/increased port capacity (specifically
Roberts Bank) could help reduce anchorage usage

Trade and supply chain

•
•

Restricting anchorages impacts Canada’s ability to supply
goods
Need for anchorages in the Southern Gulf Islands

•

Funding for spill clean up

Financial

•
•

Clarifications of definition, presentation, messaging of
AVTM and POI
Number and increasing use of anchorages

Anchorage management
What would you like to share with us, for consideration, as we develop a code of
conduct for when a ship is at anchor?
Community (125 mentions)
Theme
Noise and light

Summary
•

Reduce noise and light, particularly from generators
-

•
•
Quality of life / health

•
•

Ship/anchorage proximity to
community

•
•

Visual aesthetic

•
•

2022-10-07

Suggested hours during which noise and light should be
permitted/not permitted
Suggestions to allow lights only for safety or navigation
Questions about what will be done to address concerns
Keep noisier ships from anchoring close to communities

Too much noise and light from ships impacts nearby
residents’ sleep, health, and quality of life, as well as wildlife
and marine life
Develop instructions and rules for noise and light, especially
when near communities
Noise and light negatively impact sleep, health, enjoyment
of property, outdoor recreation, and businesses
Air emissions from ships impact health
Remove anchorages and ships that are close to
communities (e.g., Anchorage F, West Vancouver)
Anchor ships that generate high volumes of complaints
away from communities
Dissatisfaction with view of ships from residences and
beaches
Enjoyment of view of ships in in the water
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Theme

Summary
• Concern that people are focused only on their view rather
than the bigger picture of trade requirements

Impact on recreation or fishing

•
•
•

Remove ships from recreation areas
Safety of swimming near ships are at anchor
Noise negatively impacts enjoyment of parks

Financial

•

Presence of ships negatively impacts residential property
values
Noise and light from ships negatively impact other
businesses
Restrictions on anchorages will add costs to ships due to
increased risk premiums, which will affect the costs of
goods
Ships are part of the Canadian economy – ensure new
system doesn’t negatively impacting the cost of goods

•
•
•
Education

•
•

Impacts on Indigenous groups

•
•

Engagement process

•
•

Need for more local awareness of the reasons for ships
anchoring and the dangers of alternatives
Provide more publicly available online information about
ships at anchor including duration of stay
Anchorages can impact sustainability of ecosystems that
serve as food sources
Cumulative impact on Indigenous culture and history
Interest in iterative and transparent engagement
Include Indigenous groups, climate scientists, and local
residents

Process and protocol (101 mentions)
Theme
Number and location of
anchorage(s)

Summary
•

Reduce or eliminate ships and anchorages in community
areas, such as the Gulf Islands, North Shore, in the Salish
Sea, and recreation areas

Ship operation times

•

Prohibit/limit noise from engines, generators, and
maintenance during certain periods rather than 24/7
Require lights to be turned down at night

•
Assignment and length of stay

•
•
•

Fees

•
•

2022-10-07

Implement time limits for ships at anchorages (most
frequent suggestion is 3-5 days)
Provide breaks between departure of one ship from anchor
and arrival of another at specific locations
Levels of noise and light generated by specific ships should
be considered when assigning anchorages
Charge ships at anchor on a sliding scale after a designated
limit (e.g., 3 days at no charge)
Have ships pay these charges to the communities they
impact
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Theme
Issue reporting / response

Summary
•
•

Safety

•
•
•

Ship scheduling / supply chain
efficiencies

•
•

Phone number or VHF channel to use for observations and
complaints
Consider number of previous complaints when assigning
ships to anchor near communities
Only use lights that are required for safety
Need for more local awareness of the safety reasons for
anchoring ships
Provide more resources in the event of weather
emergencies
Require early arriving ships to remain in open waters until
their scheduled berth time
Implement a system where ships arrive directly at the port
during their docking time

Environment (73 mentions)
Theme
Discharge (spills; black and grey
water)

Summary
•
•
•
•

Air emissions

•
•

Marine life and ecology

•
•

Environmental assessment

Fuel/energy

2022-10-07

•
•

Concerned about discharges, waste, effluent, bilge and
ballast, oil, spills, pollutants from deck cleaning, and
chemicals and what is being done to prevent these
Request no discharges locally and clarification on where
waste can be discharged (preferably outside of Canadian
waters)
Perception that existing laws for discharging are rarely
enforced
Request for ecological surveys to assess impacts
Concerned about air pollution and what is being done to
minimize and regulate it
Concerned about potential health impacts and property
upkeep related to ship dust
Desire to protect the environment, especially orcas and
sensitive/ecologically important areas
Concern over potential increased impact of larger ships

•

Concern about lack of impact assessment to date
Establish a task force dedicated to monitoring potential
impacts
Conduct a noise, light, and air quality assessments

•
•

Switch to electricity when at port or anchor
Reduce generator use when at anchor
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Policy (39 mentions)
Theme
Monitoring

Summary
•
•
•
•
•

Laws and rules

•
•
•

Ship compliance and behavior

•
•
•
•

Monitor the concentration of boats in key waterways and
harbours
Monitor and enforce code of conduct and no discharge laws
Monitor marine species near anchorages
Questions about if/how the current system is monitored
Questions about who will monitor the new AVTM
Develop laws or a code of conduct (similar to municipal
bylaws) for noise, discharges, idling and wakes
Update current bilge and ballast regulations
Implement anchorage fees, collected by federal agencies
Allow anchorages for rest and limited cleaning/maintenance
Penalties required for those who ignore rules – current
voluntary protocols are not followed
Limit any activity while at anchor
Send instructions regarding lights and noise to captains
before they anchor

What would you like to share with us, for consideration, as we develop potential
improvements?
Process and protocol (168 mentions)
Theme
Number and location of
anchorage(s)

Summary
•
•
•
•
•
•

Assignment and length of stay

•
•
•
•
•

Port efficiency

2022-10-07

•
•

Reduce and eliminate ships and anchorages in community
areas, environmentally sensitive areas, and recreation
areas
Require ships to anchor farther out to sea (a minimum of 1
kilometre from residential communities) while awaiting
access to their berth at terminal
Do not anchor bulk cargo ships in the Southern Gulf Islands
Remove anchorages (5, 7, 16, 17, 18 mentioned)
Explore opportunities for permanent mooring stations within
the port authority’s jurisdiction
Restore inclement weather anchorages
Implement time limits (suggestions included 10-15 days; no
more than 30 days per year)
Invest in infrastructure and staff required to enhance loading
and unloading at the port, to minimize need for anchorages
Do not leave to ship captain to choose anchorage
Equitable rotation so no single location is overused
Consider noise/light impacts/number of complaints when
assigning anchorages near communities
Avoid areas where whales are present
Schedule ship movements to minimize ship movements
Arrival system designed to ensure ships arrive at ports on
time rather than wait at anchor
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Theme

Summary
• Invest in efficiency improvements overall to get back to
previous levels anchoring
• Work with shippers and rail carriers to reduce supply chain
bottlenecks and improve turnaround times, which impact the
need for anchoring
• Ban self-unloading ships
• Limit western expansion of the gateway

Other anchorage related responses

•

Ships at anchor are part of the West Coast’s identity

Fees

•

Charge for anchoring and fine ships that don’t comply with
rules
Implement rental fees payable to communities where
anchors are present

•
Issue reporting / response

•
•
•

Website for convenient issue reporting
Clarify to which agency issues should be reported
Make contact numbers widely available and provide access
to records of complaints

Safety

•
•
•

Ship safety is important
Reduce ship movements to reduce safety risk
Create safe locations anchoring, particularly as ship sizes
continue to increase

Community (73 mentions)
Theme

Summary

Noise and light

•
•
•

Avoid assigning noisier ships to anchorages that are close
to communities
Remove specific anchorages (5, 16, 17, 18 mentioned)
Enforce rules related to noise and light

Quality of life / health

•

Work to improve health, well-being, and quality of life by
minimizing ongoing community impacts

Communication

•

Create an app/website that shows in real time, all the
anchorages, and the ship and length of stay

Impact on recreation or fishing

•

Remove anchorages from sensitive areas, including:
-

Engagement process

Where fishing is restricted for environmental policy
reasons (aligned protection)
Nearby recreation areas

•

Maintain ability for ship activity to coexist with sailing and
paddling activities

•

Demonstrate how comments and being considered and
incorporated into AVTM design
Understand and communicate root causes
Consider Indigenous perspectives

•
•
Environment (37 mentions)

2022-10-07
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Theme
Discharge (spills; black and grey
water)

Summary
•
•

Establish clear rules for where discharges are permitted
Share information about what waste comes from ship traffic

Fuel/energy

•
•
•
•

Switch to electricity when at port or anchor
Only allow electric or hybrid systems in Canadian waters
Provide mooring buoys with electrical connections
Demonstrate how AVTM will contribute to the port
authority’s commitment to reduce use of fossil fuels

Marine life and ecology

•

Remove anchorages to protect the marine environment,
especially in areas that are ecologically important

Air emissions

•
•

Minimize harmful air emissions
Establish rules for idling (similar to BC Ferries rules about
car idling at terminals)

Environmental assessment

•

Conduct ecological surveys on impact of anchorages and
port operations generally

Policy (22 mentions)
Theme
Ship compliance and behavior

Summary
•
•
•

Limit onboard activity while at anchor
No/minimum use of sources of noise and light
Ensure ship crews are aware of the
requirements/restrictions before anchoring

Laws and rules

•

Develop specific requirements/restrictions for noise,
discharges, idling
Develop rules for anchorage capacity or location
Contract and Charter Party clauses of international and
Canadian law may impact anchorage considerations

•
•
Monitoring

•

Establish an enforcement agency to monitor and enforce
new AVTM rules and local/international laws

Jurisdiction

•

Establish clear jurisdiction and accountability for
enforcement

2022-10-07
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Ship movements
What questions do you have about ships entering or leaving the Port of Vancouver and
Canadian waters?
Process and protocol (65 mentions)
Theme
Ship scheduling and length of stay

Summary
•
•
•
•

Safety

•
•

Other

•
•

Are ships asked to provide early notification of their arrival in
order to slow down?
Can ships wait outside Canadian waters until the port is
available to them?
Why are ships allowed to arrive ahead of their scheduled
berth dates and can ships enter without a docking date?
Why do ships primary anchor at night?
More publicly available information about ship compliance
with safety rules
How does risk of ship collision increase as ship traffic
increases?
Can improvements be made to the Cooperative Vessel
Traffic System to reduce the number of ships?
Are crews permitted to leave ships when at anchor?

Environment (35 mentions)
Theme
Discharge (spills; black and grey
water)

Summary
•
•
•
•
•

Marine life and ecology

•
•
•
•

Air emissions

2022-10-07

•

When and where do discharges happen?
What are the consequences, specifically for sewage and
bilge/ballast water?
What happens when/if dangerous cargo spills?
How is ship discharge monitored today?
Question who paid for the cleanup of the material spill in
English Bay?
Is dust from gypsum ships negatively impacting birds and
marine life
Why are there no rules to protect sea beds and sea life?
How is risk of invasive species encroachment due to ship
activity managed/monitored?
Can speed reduction zones be increased to further reduce
impact of underwater noise on marine mammals?
How is ship air quality/particular matter/air pollution
monitored?
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Policy (26 mentions)
Theme
Laws and rules

Summary
•
•
•
•

Jurisdiction

•
•
•
•

Can national/international rules regarding discharges in
Canadian waters be changed?
Why are there no rules to protect sea beds and sea life?
What are the consequences for ships that break rules?
How often are rules revised and is the public consulted?
Are pilotage boundary increases being considered?
Why is the port authority is leading/involved if Transport
Canada has jurisdiction?
Can railways and terminals be more involved?
Re: the "journey of a vessel” video, why does Transport
Canada get the advanced information about ship
movements if port authority is responsible for anchorage
assignment?

Community (12 mentions)
Theme
Communication

Summary
•
•
•

Impact on recreation or fishing

2022-10-07

•

What cargo is on ships, including dangerous cargo?
Can this information be made more accessible, particularly
in the event of a spill?
Why doesn’t the “voyage of a vessel” video show
challenges with the current AVTM system?
How can waters near ships at anchor be made swimmable
again?
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Current engagement
How did you hear about this phase of engagement for the active vessel traffic
management system? Select all that apply.
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Newspaper ads Social media Newsletter from Word of mouth Other (please
the Vancouver
specify)
Fraser Port
Authority

Summary of comments
•
•
•
•

Marine industry promotion
Port authority website
Actively engaged on the issue
Other website (advertising on another website, information from quiet.org)

Which of the following did you do before taking this survey? Select all that apply.
Other (please specify)
Contacted the port authority for more
information about the system
Watched the video about active vessel
traffic management

Attended an online information session
Participated in phase one engagement
Read the engagement website at
portvancouver.com/avtmengagement
Read the website at
portvancouver.com/avtm
0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

Summary of comments
•

Completed research, including articles, media releases, websites, social media

2022-10-07
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•
•
•
•
•

General community concerns with views; live near anchorages
Contacted the port authority
Contact/experience with the maritime industry
Wrote letters
Participated in recreational activities in the area

Future engagement
As we plan for this engagement, tell us how you would like to learn more and be
engaged? Select all that apply.
Newspaper ads
Social media
Video
Questionnaires
Information sessions
Website updates

0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

About you
Where do you live?

Other (please specify)
Southern Gulf Islands (this is my vacation
home)
Southern Gulf Islands (this is my primary
residence)
Lower Mainland

Vancouver Island (this is my vacation home)
Vancouver Island (this is my primary
residence)

0%

2022-10-07

5%

10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35%
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What is your relationship to this initiative?

Summary of other comments
•
•
•
•

Live/vacation home near anchorages
Participate in recreational activities in the area
Interest in port efficiency
General concern for the community and environment

What is your age?
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%
0-19 years

20-34
years

35-44
years

45-54
years

55-64
years

65+ years

Feedback received via email
A number of emails were submitted to the community feedback and AVTM inboxes, and to port authority
staff during the engagement period with feedback for the AVTM Program. Key themes include:
•
•
•

Frequency of assignments to Ladysmith anchorage F
Environmental and noise impacts from use of Trincomali anchorages
Need for enhanced port efficiency to reduce demand and mitigate the impacts of Southern Gulf Island
anchorages
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Appendix B: Engagement materials
AVTM webpage
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Engagement webpage
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Active vessel traffic management – June 2022 program overview
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Ship traffic management and the environment fact sheet
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Southern Gulf Island anchorage jurisdiction fact sheet
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Active vessel traffic management – spring 2022 update newsletter
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Indigenous group phase two invitation letter
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Instagram Stories – Delta
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Instagram Stories – Island
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Instagram stories – Vancouver
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Social – Delta

Social – Island

Social – Vancouver
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Newspaper ad – Delta
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Newspaper ad – Island
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Newspaper ad – North Shore

Newspaper ad – Vancouver Sun
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Virtual information session presentation
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Public engagement sessions
Shri Madiwal, director, marine operations, harbour master, port authority
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Port of Vancouver growth in trade
Port of Vancouver cargo volumes and five year forecast
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Accommodate
growth in
demand
Port
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and
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Active vessel
traffic
management
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Virtual information session recording
Improving marine vessel traffic management - Public engagement session - YouTube
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